
Accelerated reader quizzing – A how to guide for parents.

We have recently updated our website links to include an option for online quizzing at home as well

as school. This guide will help you to fill out AR (accelerated reader) cards as well as access AR

quizzes.

Access – There is a link directly from the main page on the school website by pressing this button

Your child will then need to choose ‘student’ and enter their username and password (written in

the back of diaries) beginning 3548.

They can then click on the AR button to search for a quiz.

Finding a quiz – After clicking on the AR button you can search for a quiz 2 different ways. Either

typing the name of the book or typing in the quiz number printed on the sticker on the front of

books.

Once you have found the book and clicked on it, you can choose the quiz type. (This is usually

‘reading practice’). Then choose how the book was read (this is usually ‘read by myself’).

Quizzing – Quizzes are all multiple choice questions which go in

order from the start of the book to the end. Your child may use

the book whilst quizzing, as locating information is a valuable

reading skill. Please try not to give answers to your child or

point to exactly where the answer is. Use questions and

prompts such as ‘Where in the book did you read…? Can you

find…? Show me where…, Which word do you need to scan

for?’

When the quiz is over, children need to give the book a rating

by clicking on the amount of stars. To pass a quiz you need at least 60% correct. Our target is 90% or

100%

After Quizzing – You will see a screen that gives you the score out of 5 or 10. You can click on ‘review

missed questions’ to see any that you got wrong. Fill in the

book title and the quiz score in the box ‘?/10’

Now click on ‘Print TOPS report’ to see total points and

average percentage. Enter the average percentage from

the report into ‘new %’ column. Now take the ‘total points’

from the report and write it into the box on front of the

bookmark card.


